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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service2001

Instructions for Form 1066
U.S. Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit
(REMIC) Income Tax Return
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code, unless otherwise noted.

Buy the CD-ROM on the Internet at information needed to apply sectionChanges To Note www.irs.gov/cdorders from the National 860E(e) will be made available by the
• The REMIC may need to mail its return Technical Information Service (NTIS) for entity.
to a different service center this year $21 (no handling fee) or call
because the IRS has changed the filing Note: Paragraph 6 does not apply to1-877-CDFORMS (1-877-233-6767) toll
location for several areas. See Where To REMICs with a startup day before April 1,free to buy the CD-ROM for $21 (plus a
File on page 2. 1988 (or those formed under a binding$5 handling fee).
• If the REMIC wants to allow the IRS to contract in effect on March 31, 1988).By phone and in person. You can order
discuss its 2001 tax return with the paid forms and publications 24 hours a day, 7 See section 860G for definitions and
preparer who signed it, check the “Yes” days a week, by calling special rules. See section 860D(a)
box in the area where the person acting 1-800-TAX-FORM (1-800-829-3676). You regarding qualification as a REMIC during
for the REMIC signed the return. See can also get most forms and publications a qualified liquidation.
page 4 for details. at your local IRS office.

Making the ElectionPhotographs of Missing
The election to be treated as a REMIC isChildren made by timely filing, for the first tax yearGeneral Instructions

The Internal Revenue Service is a proud of its existence, a Form 1066 signed by
partner with the National Center for an authorized person. Once the electionPurpose of Form
Missing and Exploited Children. is made, it stays in effect for all years untilForm 1066 is used to report the income,Photographs of missing children selected it is terminated.deductions, and gains and losses fromby the Center may appear in instructions

the operation of a REMIC. In addition, the First Tax Yearon pages that would otherwise be blank.
form is used by the REMIC to report andYou can help bring these children home For the first tax year of a REMIC’spay the taxes on net income fromby looking at the photographs and calling existence, the REMIC must furnish theprohibited transactions, net income from1-800-THE-LOST (1-800-843-5678) if you following in a separate statementforeclosure property, and contributionsrecognize a child. attached to the REMIC’s initial return: after the startup day.

1. Information concerning the terms ofHow To Get Forms and Who Must File the regular interests and the designatedPublications An entity must file Form 1066 if it elected residual interest of the REMIC, or a copy
to be treated as a REMIC for its first taxPersonal computer. You can access the of the offering circular or prospectus
year (and the election is still in effect) andIRS Web Site 24 hours a day, 7 days a containing such information, and
it meets the section 860D(a) requirementsweek at www.irs.gov to: 2. A description of the prepayment
listed below.• Download forms, instructions, and and reinvestment assumptions made in

publications. accordance with section 1272(a)(6) and A REMIC is any entity:
• See answers to frequently asked tax its regulations, including documentation1. To which an election to be treated
questions. supporting the selection of theas a REMIC applies for the tax year and• Search publications on-line by topic or prepayment assumption.all prior tax years,
keyword. 2. All of the interests in which are• Send us comments or request help by Termination of Electionregular interests or residual interests,
e-mail. 3. That has one (and only one) class If the entity ceased to qualify as a REMIC• Sign up to receive local and national of residual interests and all distributions, if under the requirements of section
tax news by e-mail. any, with respect to such interests are pro 860D(a) in 2001, the election to be a

You can also reach us using file rata, REMIC is terminated for 2001 and all
transfer protocol at ftp.irs.gov. 4. Substantially all of the assets of future years. For 2001 and all future years
CD-ROM. Order Pub. 1796, Federal Tax which consist of qualified mortgages and you must file the tax form for similarly
Products on CD-ROM, and get: permitted investments (as of the close of organized entities (corporations,
• Current year forms, instructions, and the 3rd month beginning after the startup partnerships, trusts, etc.).
publications. day (defined in the instructions for Item B,

When To File• Prior year forms, instructions, and on page 4) and at all times thereafter),
publications. 5. That has a calendar tax year, and Generally, REMICs must file the 2001
• Frequently requested tax forms that 6. For which reasonable Form 1066 by April 15, 2002. However, if
may be filled in electronically, printed out arrangements have been designed to 2001 is the entity’s final return, Form
for submission, and saved for ensure that (a) residual interests are not 1066 is due by the 15th day of the 4th
recordkeeping. held by disqualified organizations (as month following the date the REMIC
• The Internal Revenue Bulletin. defined in section 860E(e)(5)), and (b) ceased to exist.

Cat. No. 64231R
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If you need more time to file a REMIC Note: In the case of 2 or 3 above, fill in drop amounts less than 50 cents and
the tax year space at the top of the form. increase amounts from 50 cents throughreturn, get Form 8736, Application for

99 cents to the next higher dollar.Automatic Extension of Time To File U.S. Accounting MethodReturn for a Partnership, REMIC, or for RecordkeepingA REMIC must compute its taxableCertain Trusts, to request an automatic
The REMIC records must be kept as longincome (or net loss) using the accrual3-month extension. You must file Form
as their contents may be material in themethod of accounting. See section8736 by the regular due date of the
administration of any Internal Revenue860C(b).REMIC return. law. Copies of the filed tax returns should

Under the accrual method, an amount also be kept as part of the REMIC’sIf you have filed Form 8736 and you is includible in income when: records. See Pub. 583, Starting astill need more time to file the REMIC • All the events have occurred that fix the Business and Keeping Records, for morereturn, get Form 8800, Application for right to receive the income, which is the information.Additional Extension of Time To File U.S. earliest of the date: (a) the required
Return for a Partnership, REMIC, or for Final Returnperformance takes place, (b) payment is
Certain Trusts, to request an additional due, or (c) payment is received and If the REMIC ceases to exist during the
extension of up to 3 months. The REMIC • The amount can be determined with year, check the box at item D(1), page 1,

reasonable accuracy.must provide a full explanation of the Form 1066.
See Regulations section 1.451-1(a) forreasons for requesting the extension in The item E(1) box of Schedule Qdetails.order to get this additional extension. Ask (Form 1066) should also be checked to

for the additional extension early so that if Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer indicate when the schedule is for the final
it is denied, the return can still be filed on can deduct accrued expenses in the tax quarter of the year.
time. year when: Amended Return• All events that determine the liability

If the REMIC files its return and laterPeriod Covered have occurred,
becomes aware of changes it must make• The amount of the liability can beFile the 2001 return for:
to income, deductions, etc., the REMICfigured with reasonable accuracy, and1. Calendar year 2001, should then file an amended:• Economic performance takes place2. Short tax years beginning and • Form 1066 and check the box at itemwith respect to the expense.

ending in 2001, or D(4), page 1.There are exceptions to the economic
3. Short tax years beginning and • Schedule Q (Form 1066), for eachperformance rule for certain items,

ending in 2002, if the 2002 Form 1066 is residual interest holder, and check theincluding recurring expenses. See section
not available by the time the REMIC is box at item E(2). Give corrected461(h) and the related regulations for the
required to file its return. However, the Schedules Q (Form 1066) to eachrules for determining when economic

residual interest holder.REMIC must show its 2002 tax year on performance takes place.
the 2001 Form 1066 and incorporate any Note: If a REMIC does not meet the

Rounding Off to Whole Dollarstax law changes that are effective for tax small REMIC exception under sections
years beginning after December 31, You may round off cents to whole dollars 860F(e) and 6231, and related
2001. on the return and schedules. To do so, regulations, or makes the election

described in section 6231(a)(1)(B)(ii) not
to be treated as a small REMIC, the

Where To File amended return will be a request for
administrative adjustment, and FormFile Form 1066 at the applicable IRS address listed below.
8082, Notice of Inconsistent Treatment or

If the REMIC’s principal And the total assets at the Use the following Internal Administrative Adjustment Request
business, office, or agency end of the tax year (Form Revenue Service Center (AAR), must be filed by the Tax Matters
is located in: 1066, page 1, item C) are: address: Person. See sections 860F(e) and 6227

for more information.Connecticut, Delaware, District
of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, If the REMIC’s Federal return isKentucky, Maine, Maryland,

changed for any reason, it may affect itsMassachusetts, Michigan, Less than $10 million Cincinnati, OH 45999
state return. This would include changesNew Hampshire, New Jersey,
made as a result of an examination of theNew York, North Carolina,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode REMIC return by the IRS. Contact the
Island, South Carolina, $10 million or more Ogden, UT 84201 state tax agency where the state return is
Vermont, Virginia, West filed for more information.
Virginia, Wisconsin

Assembling the ReturnAlabama, Alaska, Arizona,
If you need more space on the forms orArkansas, California,

Colorado, Florida, Georgia, schedules, attach separate sheets. Use
Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, the same size and format as on the
Louisiana, Minnesota, printed forms. But show the totals on
Mississippi, Missouri, Any amount Ogden, UT 84201 the printed forms. Be sure to put theMontana, Nebraska, Nevada,

REMIC’s name and employerNew Mexico, North Dakota,
identification number on each sheet.Oklahoma, Oregon, South

Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, You must complete every applicable
Utah, Washington, Wyoming entry space on Form 1066. If you attach

statements, do not write “See Attached”A foreign country or U.S. Any amount Philadelphia, PA 19255possession instead of completing the entry spaces on
this form.
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Debt Obligations. A REMIC uses this form Other penalties. Penalties can also beOther Forms and Returns That
to provide the information required by imposed for negligence, substantialMay Be Required
Regulations section 1.6049-7(b)(1)(ii). understatement of tax, and fraud. See

Form 1096, Annual Summary and This information will be published in Pub. sections 6662 and 6663.
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns. 938, Real Estate Mortgage Investment

Contributions to the REMICUse this form to summarize and send Conduits (REMICs) Reporting
information returns to the Internal Generally, no gain or loss is recognizedInformation. This publication contains a
Revenue Service Center. by the REMIC or any of the regular ordirectory of REMICs.

residual interest holders when property isForm 1098, Mortgage Interest Note: Pub. 938 is not printed. Instead, it
transferred to the REMIC in exchange forStatement. This form is used to report the is available on CD-ROM or the Internet.
an interest in the REMIC. The adjustedreceipt from any individual of $600 or See How To Get Forms and
basis of the interest received equals themore of mortgage interest and points in Publications on page 1 of the
adjusted basis of the property transferredthe course of the REMIC’s trade or instructions for details.
to the REMIC.business. Form 8822, Change of Address, may be

The basis to the REMIC of propertyForms 1099-A, B, C, INT, LTC, MISC, used to inform the IRS of a new REMIC
transferred by a regular or residualMSA, OID, R, and S. Use these address if the change is made after filing
interest holder is its fair market valueinformation returns to report acquisitions Form 1066.
immediately after its transfer.or abandonments of secured property;

Payment of Tax Dueproceeds from broker and barter If the issue price of a regular interest is
exchange transactions; cancellation of a The REMIC must pay the tax due (line 3, more than its adjusted basis, the excess
debt; interest income; certain payments Section II, page 1) in full by the 15th day is included in income by the regular
made under a long-term insurance of the 4th month following the end of the interest holder for the applicable tax years
contract and certain accelerated death tax year. Enclose with Form 1066 a check as if the excess were market discount on
benefits; miscellaneous income or money order for the amount due a bond and the holder had made an
payments; distributions from an Archer payable to the “United States Treasury.” election under section 1278(b) to include
MSA or Medicare+Choice MSA; original this market discount currently. If the issueInterest and Penaltiesissue discount; distributions from price of a residual interest is more than its
pensions, annuities, retirement or Interest. Interest is charged on taxes not adjusted basis, the excess is amortized
profit-sharing plans, IRAs, insurance paid by the due date, even if an extension and included in the residual interest
contracts, etc.; and proceeds from real of time to file is granted. Interest is also holder’s income ratably over the
estate transactions. Also, use these charged on penalties imposed for failure anticipated weighted average life of the
returns to report amounts that were to file, negligence, fraud, gross valuation REMIC (as defined in Regulations section
received as a nominee on behalf of overstatement, and substantial 1.860E-1(a)(3)(iv)).
another person. understatement of tax from the due date If the adjusted basis of a regular

(including extensions) to the date ofFor more details, see the Instructions interest is more than its issue price, the
payment. The interest charge is figured atfor Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, and W-2G. regular interest holder treats the excess
a rate determined under section 6621. as amortizable bond premium subject toNote: Generally, a REMIC must file
Late filing penalty. A penalty may be the rules of section 171. If the adjustedForms 1099-INT and 1099-OID, as
charged if (a) the return is filed after the basis of a residual interest is more thanappropriate, to report accrued income of
due date (including extensions), or (b) the its issue price, the excess is deductible$10 or more of regular interest holders.
return does not show all the information ratably over the anticipated weightedSee Regulations section 1.6049-7. Also,
required, unless each failure is due to average life of the REMIC (as defined inevery REMIC must file Forms 1099-MISC
reasonable cause. If the failure is due to Regulations section 1.860E-1(a)(3)(iv)).if it makes payments of rents,
reasonable cause, attach an explanationcommissions, or other fixed or Payments Subject toto the return. If no taxes are due, thedeterminable income (see section 6041) Withholding at Sourcepenalty is $50 for each month or part of atotaling $600 or more to any one person
month (up to 5 months) the return is late If there are any nonresident alienin the course of its trade or business
or does not include the required individuals, foreign partnerships, orduring the calendar year.
information, multiplied by the total number foreign corporations as regular interestForm 8275, Disclosure Statement, and of persons who were residual interest holders or residual interest holders, andForm 8275-R, Regulation Disclosure holders in the REMIC during any part of the REMIC has items of gross incomeStatement. Use these forms to disclose the REMIC’s tax year for which the return from sources within the United Statesitems or positions taken on a tax return is due. If tax is due, the penalty is the (see sections 861 through 865), seethat are not otherwise adequately amount stated above plus 5% of the Form 1042, Annual Withholding Taxdisclosed on the return or that are unpaid tax for each month or part of a Return for U.S. Source Income of Foreigncontrary to Treasury regulations (to avoid month the return is late, up to a maximum Persons.parts of the accuracy-related penalty or of 25% of the unpaid tax, or if the return

certain preparer penalties). Who Must Signis more than 60 days late, a $100
Form 8300, Report of Cash Payments minimum or the balance of tax due on the Startup day after November 9, 1988.
Over $10,000 Received in a Trade or return, whichever is smaller. For a REMIC with a startup day after
Business. Generally, this form is used to Late payment penalty. The penalty for November 9, 1988, Form 1066 may be
report the receipt of more than $10,000 in not paying the tax when due is usually 1/2 signed by any person who could sign the
cash or foreign currency in one of 1% of the unpaid tax for each month or return of the entity in the absence of the
transaction (or a series of related part of a month the tax is unpaid. The REMIC election. Thus, the return of a
transactions). penalty cannot exceed 25% of the unpaid REMIC that is a corporation or trust would
Form 8811, Information Return for Real tax. The penalty will not be charged if you be signed by a corporate officer or a
Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits can show reasonable cause for not trustee, respectively. For REMICs with
(REMICs) and Issuers of Collateralized paying on time. only segregated pools of assets, the
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return would be signed by any person Note: While the cite addresses use of a Employer Identification Number, for
who could sign the return of the entity facsimile signature by a preparer of a details on how to obtain an EIN
owning the assets of the REMIC under fiduciary return, a preparer of a REMIC immediately by telephone. If the REMIC
applicable state law. return may also use a facsimile signature has previously applied for an EIN, but has

if those same conditions are met. not received it by the time the return is
Startup day before November 10, 1988. due, write “Applied for” in the space for• Give the REMIC a copy of the return inA REMIC with a startup day before the EIN. Do not apply for an EIN moreaddition to the copy to be filed with theNovember 10, 1988, may elect to apply than once. See Pub. 583 for details.IRS.the rules for REMICs with a startup day

Item B—Date REMIC started. Enter theafter November 9, 1988 (as described in Paid Preparer Authorization
“startup day” selected by the REMIC.Regulations section 1.860F-4(c)(2)(iii)). If the REMIC wants to allow the IRS to

Otherwise, Form 1066 must be signed by The startup day is the day on whichdiscuss its 2001 tax return with the paid
a residual interest holder or, as provided the REMIC issued all of its regular andpreparer who signed it, check the ‘‘Yes’’
in section 6903, by a fiduciary as defined residual interests. However, a sponsorbox in the signature area of the return.
in section 7701(a)(6) who is acting for the may contribute property to a REMIC inThis authorization applies only to the
REMIC and who has furnished adequate exchange for regular and residualindividual whose signature appears in the
notice as described in Regulations interests over any period of 10‘‘Paid Preparer’s Use Only’’ section of the
section 301.6903-1(b). consecutive days and the REMIC mayreturn. It does not apply to the firm, if any,

designate any one of those 10 days asshown in that section.Note: For this purpose, the term “startup
the startup day. The day so designated isday” means any day selected by a If the ‘‘Yes’’ box is checked, the then the startup day, and all interests areREMIC that is on or before the first day REMIC is authorizing the IRS to call the treated as issued on that day.on which interests in such REMIC are paid preparer to answer any questions

issued. Otherwise, “startup day” is Item C—Total assets at end of taxthat may arise during the processing of its
defined in the instructions for Item B on year. Enter the total assets of thereturn. The REMIC is also authorizing the
this page. REMIC. If there are no assets at the endpaid preparer to:

of the tax year, enter the total assets as ofFacsimile signature. A facsimile • Give the IRS any information that is the beginning of the tax year.signature is acceptable if the following missing from its return,
conditions are met: • Call the IRS for information about the Section I• Each group of returns sent to the IRS processing of its return or the status of

Line 1—Taxable interest. Enter themust be accompanied by a letter signed any refund or payment(s), and
total taxable interest. “Taxable interest” isby the person authorized to sign the • Respond to certain IRS notices that the
interest that is included in ordinaryreturns declaring, under penalties of REMIC may have shared with the
income from all sources except interestperjury, that the facsimile signature preparer about math errors, offsets, and
exempt from tax and interest on tax-freeappearing on the returns is the signature return preparation. The notices will not be
covenant bonds. You may elect to reduceadopted by that person to sign the returns sent to the preparer.
the amount of interest accrued on taxablefiled and that the signature was affixed to The REMIC is not authorizing the paid
bonds by the amount of amortizable bondthe returns by that person or at that preparer to receive any refund check,
premium on those bonds attributable toperson’s direction. The letter must also bind the REMIC to anything (including
the current tax year. See sections 171(c)list each return by the name and any additional tax liability), or otherwise
and 171(e) for details.employer identification number of the represent it before the IRS. If the REMIC

REMIC; wants to expand the paid preparer’s Line 2—Accrued market discount• After the facsimile signature is affixed, authorization, see Pub. 947, Practice under section 860C(b)(1)(B). Enter the
no entries on the return may be altered Before the IRS and Power of Attorney. amount of market discount attributable to
other than to correct discernible arithmetic the current tax year determined on theThe authorization cannot be revoked.errors; basis of a constant interest rate under theHowever, the authorization will• A manually signed copy of the letter rules of section 1276(b)(2).automatically end no later than the duesubmitted to the IRS with the returns, as

date (excluding extensions) for filing the Line 3—Capital gain (loss). Enter thewell as a record of any arithmetic errors
2002 tax return. amount shown on line 12 or 13 (if any),corrected, must be retained on behalf of

from Schedule D, page 2.the REMICs listed in the letter and must
be available for inspection by the IRS. Line 4—Ordinary gain (loss). Enter theSpecific Instructions net gain (loss) from Part II, Form 4797,Paid preparer’s information. If Sales of Business Property.someone prepares the return and does General Information

Line 5—Other income. Attach anot charge the REMIC, that person
Name, address, and employer schedule, listing by type and amount, anyshould not sign the return.
identification number. Print or type the other taxable income not reported on
REMIC’s legal name and address on theGenerally, anyone who is paid to lines 1–4. If there is only one item of
appropriate lines. Include the suite, room,prepare the REMIC return must sign the other income, describe it in parentheses
or other unit number after the streetreturn and fill in the “Paid Preparer’s Use to the left of the entry space on line 5
address. If the Post Office does notOnly” area of the return. instead of attaching a schedule. If the
deliver mail to the street address and the REMIC issued regular interests at aThe preparer required to sign the REMIC has a P.O. box, show the box premium, the net amount of the premiumREMIC’s return must complete the number instead of the street address. is income that must be prorated over therequired preparer information and:

term of these interests. Include thisNote: Each REMIC must have its own• Sign in the space provided for the
income on line 5.employer identification number (EIN).preparer’s signature. A facsimile

signature is acceptable if the conditions Show the EIN in item A on page 1 of Deductions— (Lines 7–14). Include
under Regulations section Form 1066. If the REMIC does not have only deductible amounts on lines 7–14. A
1.6695-1(b)(4)(iv) are met. an EIN, get Form SS-4, Application for REMIC is not allowed any of the following
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deductions in computing its taxable depreciation on any car or other listed the election, it may make the election on
income: property. an amended return filed not later than 6
• The net operating loss deduction, months after the due date of the returnLine 13—Other deductions. Attach a
• The deduction for taxes paid or (excluding extensions). Write “Filedschedule, listing by type and amount, any
accrued to foreign countries and U.S. pursuant to section 301.9100-2” at the topother allowable deductions for which no
possessions, of the amended return.line is provided on Form 1066. If there is
• The deduction for charitable only one item of other deductions, Specific Instructionscontributions, describe it in parentheses to the left of the
• The deduction for depletion under Column (d)—Sales price. Enter eitherentry on line 13 instead of attaching a
section 611 for oil and gas wells, and the gross sales price or the net salesschedule.
• Losses or deductions allocable to price from the sale. On sales of stocks

Schedule Dprohibited transactions. and bonds, report the gross amount as
reported to the REMIC by the REMIC’sLine 9—Amount accrued to regular General Instructions broker on Form 1099-B, Proceeds Frominterest holders in the REMIC that is
Broker and Barter ExchangePurpose of schedule. For a REMIC withdeductible as interest. Regular interests
Transactions, or similar statement.a startup day before November 12, 1991,in the REMIC are treated as indebtedness
However, if the broker advised theuse Schedule D to report the sale orfor Federal income tax purposes. Enter
REMIC that gross proceeds (gross salesexchange of capital assets. To reportthe amount of interest, including original
price) minus commissions and optionsales or exchanges of property other thanissue discount, accruing to regular
premiums were reported to the IRS, entercapital assets, see Form 4797 and itsinterest holders for the tax year. Do not
that net amount in column (d).instructions.deduct any amounts paid or accrued for
Column (e)—Cost or other basis. Inresidual interests in the REMIC. A REMIC with a startup day after
general, the cost or other basis is the costNovember 11, 1991, must use Form 4797Line 10—Other interest. Do not include
of the property plus purchaseinstead of Schedule D because all of itsinterest deducted on line 9 or interest on
commissions and improvements, minusgains and losses from the sale orindebtedness incurred or continued to
depreciation. If the REMIC got theexchange of any property are treated aspurchase or carry obligations on which
property in a tax-free exchange,ordinary gains and losses.the interest is wholly exempt from income
involuntary conversion, or wash sale ofReport every sale or exchange oftax. You may elect to include amortization
stock, it may not be able to use the actualproperty in detail, even though there is noof bond premium on taxable bonds
cash cost as the basis. If the REMIC usesgain or loss.acquired before 1988 unless you elected
a basis other than cash cost, attach anto offset amortizable bond premium For details, see Pub. 544, Sales and explanation.against the interest accrued on the bond Other Dispositions of Assets.

When selling stock, adjust the basis by(see the Section I, line 1, instructions). Do Capital gain distributions. On line 7,
subtracting all the nontaxable distributionsnot include any amount attributable to a report the sum of: (a) capital gain
received before the sale. This includestax-exempt bond. distributions, and (b) the REMIC’s share
nontaxable dividends from utility companyLine 11—Taxes. Enter taxes accrued of the undistributed capital gain from a
stock and mutual funds. Also, adjust theduring the tax year but do not include the mutual fund or other regulated investment
basis for any stock splits.following: company.

See section 852(f) for the treatment of• Federal income taxes (except the tax For details, see Pub. 564, Mutual
certain load charges incurred in acquiringon net income from foreclosure property); Fund Distributions.
stock in a mutual fund with a reinvestment• Foreign or U.S. possession income Losses on worthless securities. If any right.taxes; securities that are capital assets become• Taxes not imposed on the REMIC; or Increase the cost or other basis by anyworthless during the tax year, the loss is a• Taxes, including state or local sales expense of sale, such as broker’s fee,loss from the sale or exchange of capital

taxes, that are paid or incurred in commission, and option premium, beforeassets as of the last day of the tax year.
connection with an acquisition or making an entry in column (e), unless theLosses from wash sales. The REMICdisposition of property (such taxes must REMIC reported net sales price in columncannot deduct losses from a wash sale ofbe treated as a part of the cost of the (d).stock or securities. A wash sale occurs ifacquired property or, in the case of a

For details, see Pub. 551, Basis ofthe REMIC acquires (by purchase ordisposition, as a reduction in the amount
Assets.exchange), or has a contract or option torealized on the disposition).

acquire, substantially identical stock or Schedule JNote: If you have to pay tax on net securities within 6 months before or after
income from foreclosure property, you the date of the sale or exchange. See Part I—Tax on Net Income fromshould include this tax (from line 10 of section 860F(d) for details.

Prohibited TransactionsSchedule J) here on line 11. Installment sales. If the REMIC sold
See section 164(d) for apportionment Do not net losses from prohibitedproperty (except publicly traded stock or

of taxes on real property between the transactions against income or gains fromsecurities) at a gain and will receive any
seller and purchaser. prohibited transactions in determining thepayment in a tax year after the year of

amounts to enter on lines 1a through 1d.sale, it must use the installment methodLine 12—Depreciation. See the
These losses are not deductible inand Form 6252, Installment Sale Income,instructions for Form 4562, Depreciation
computing net income from prohibitedunless it elects not to use the installmentand Amortization, or Pub. 946, How To
transactions.method.Depreciate Property, to figure the amount

of depreciation to enter on this line. You If the REMIC wants to elect out of the Note: For purposes of lines 1a and 1d,
must complete and attach Form 4562 if installment method, it must report the full the term “prohibited transactions” does
the REMIC placed property in service amount of the gain on a timely filed return not include any disposition that is required
during 2001, claims a section 179 (including extensions). If the REMIC filed to prevent default on a regular interest
expense deduction, or claims its original return on time without making where the threatened default resulted
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from a default on one or more qualified the production of the income shown on “Segregated Pool of Assets,” and state
mortgages, or to facilitate a clean-up call. line 7 may be deducted to figure net the name and type of entity that owns the
A clean-up call is the redemption of a income from foreclosure property. assets in the spaces provided.
class of regular interests when, by reason Allowable deductions include depreciation Item F—Number of residual interestof prior payments with respect to those on foreclosure property, interest accrued holders. Enter the number of personsinterests, the administrative costs on debt of the REMIC attributable to the who were residual interest holders at anyassociated with servicing that class carrying of foreclosure property, real time during the tax year.outweigh the benefits of maintaining the estate taxes, and fees charged by an
class. It does not include the redemption independent contractor to manage Item G—Consolidated REMIC
of a class in order to profit from a change foreclosure property. Do not deduct proceedings. Generally, the tax
in interest rates. general overhead and administrative treatment of REMIC items is determined

expenses. at the REMIC level in a consolidatedLine 1a—Gain from certain
REMIC proceeding, rather than inLine 10—Tax on net income fromdispositions of qualified mortgages.
separate proceedings with individualforeclosure property. The REMIC isEnter the amount of gain from the
residual interest holders.allowed a deduction for the amount of taxdisposition of any qualified mortgage

shown on this line. Include this amount intransferred to the REMIC other than a Check the box for item G if any of the
computing the deduction for taxesdisposition from: following applies:
entered on line 11, Section I, page 1, • The REMIC had more than 10 residual1. The substitution of a qualified
Form 1066. interest holders at any time during the taxreplacement mortgage for a qualified

year (a husband and wife count as onemortgage (or the repurchase in lieu of Part III—Tax on Contributions
holder).substitution of a defective obligation). After the Startup Day • Any residual interest holder was a2. The foreclosure, default, or

Do not complete this part if the startup nonresident alien or was other than animminent default of the mortgage.
day was before July 1, 1987. For this individual, a C corporation, or an estate,3. The bankruptcy or insolvency of the
purpose “startup day” means any day unless there was at no time during theREMIC.
selected by a REMIC that is on or before tax year more than one holder of the4. A qualified liquidation.
the first day on which interests in the residual interest.See section 860F(a) for details and REMIC are issued. • The REMIC has elected to be subjectexceptions. Line 11—Tax. Enter the amount of to the rules for consolidated REMIC

Line 1b— Income from nonpermitted contributions received during the calendar proceedings.
assets. Enter the amount of any income year after the startup day (as defined “Small REMICs,” as defined in
received or accrued during the year above). Do not include cash contributions sections 860F(e), 6231(a)(1)(B), and the
attributable to any asset other than a described below: regulations of both, are not subject to the
qualified mortgage or permitted rules for consolidated REMIC1. Any contribution to facilitate a
investment. See section 860G(a) for proceedings but may make an election toclean-up call or a qualified liquidation.
definitions. be covered by them. This election can be2. Any payment in the nature of a

revoked only with the consent of theLine 1c—Compensation for services. guarantee.
Commissioner.Enter the amount of fees or other 3. Any contribution during the 3-month

compensation for services received or period beginning on the startup day. Item H—Foreign financial accounts.
accrued during the year. 4. Any contribution to a qualified Check the “Yes” box if either 1 OR 2

reserve fund by any holder of a residualLine 1d—Gain from the disposition of below applies to the REMIC. Otherwise,
interest in the REMIC.cash flow investments (except from a check the “No” box:

qualified liquidation). Enter the amount Attach a schedule showing your 1. At any time during the 2001
of gain from the disposition of any “cash computation. calendar year, the REMIC had an interest
flow investment” except from a qualified in or signature or other authority over aDesignation of Tax Mattersliquidation. A cash flow investment is any bank, securities, or other financial
investment of amounts received under Person (TMP) account in a foreign country; and
qualified mortgages for a temporary A REMIC may designate a tax matters • The combined value of the accounts
period (not more than 13 months) before person in the same manner that a was more than $10,000 at any time
distribution to holders of interests in the partnership may designate a tax matters during the calendar year; and
REMIC. See section 860F(a)(4) for the partner under Temporary Regulations • The account was not with a U.S.
definition of a qualified liquidation. section 301.6231(a)(7)-1T. When military banking facility operated by a U.S.

applying that section, treat all holders of a financial institution.Part II—Tax on Net Income From
residual interest in the REMIC as general 2. The REMIC owns more than 50%Foreclosure Property
partners. The designation may be made of the stock in any corporation that wouldFor a definition of foreclosure property, by completing the Designation of Tax answer the question “Yes” to item 1see instructions on page 7 for Schedule Matters Person section on page 4 of above.L, line 1c. Net income from foreclosure Form 1066.

property must also be included in the Get Form TD F 90-22.1, Report of
computation of taxable income (or net Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, toAdditional Information
loss) shown in Section I, page 1, Form see if the REMIC is considered to haveBe sure to answer the questions and
1066. an interest in or signature or otherprovide other information in items E

authority over a financial account in aLine 6—Gross income from through L.
foreign country.foreclosure property. Do not include on Item E—Type of entity. Check the box

line 6 amounts described in section for the entity type of the REMIC If you checked “Yes” for item H, file
856(c)(3)(A), (B), (C), (D), (E), or (G). recognized under state or local law. If the Form TD F 90-22.1 by June 30, 2002,
Line 8—Deductions. Only those REMIC is not a separate entity under with the Department of the Treasury at
expenses that are directly connected with state or local law, check the box for the address shown on the form. Form TD
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F 90-22.1 is not a tax return. Do not file it the gross income from such assets may but not included on this return, and
with Form 1066. be derived from the sale or disposition of allowable deductions not charged against

property held less than 3 months. See book income this year.The REMIC can get Form TD F
section 860G(a)(7)(C) for details and90-22.1 from an IRS Distribution Center Include in column (e): capital losses
exceptions.or by calling 1-800-TAX-FORM over the $3,000 limitation (for a REMIC
Line 1c—Foreclosure property is any(1-800-828-3676) or you can download it with a startup day before November 12,
real property (including interests in realfrom the IRS Web Site at www.irs.gov. 1991), other nondeductible amounts
property), and any personal property (such as losses from prohibitedAlso, if “Yes” is checked for this
incident to such real property, acquired by transactions and expenses connectedquestion, enter the name of the foreign
the REMIC as a result of the REMIC’s with the production of tax-exemptcountry or countries. Attach a separate
having bid in the property at foreclosure, income), deductions allocable tosheet if more space is needed.
or having otherwise reduced the property prohibited transactions, expensesItem I—Foreign trust. The REMIC may to ownership or possession by agreement recorded on books not deducted on thisbe required to file Form 3520, Annual or process of law, after there was a return, and taxable income not recordedReturn To Report Transactions With default or imminent default on a qualified on books this year.Foreign Trusts and Receipt of Certain mortgage held by the REMIC. Generally,

Foreign Gifts, if: this property ceases to be foreclosure• It directly or indirectly transferred property at the close of the third tax year Schedule Q—Quarterlyproperty or money to a foreign trust. For following the tax year in which the REMIC
this purpose, any U.S. person who Notice to Residual Interestacquired the property. See sections
created a foreign trust is considered a 860G(a)(8), 856(e), and Regulations Holder of REMIC Taxabletransferor. section 1.856-6 for more details.• It is treated as the owner of any part of Income or Net LossNote: Solely for purposes of sectionthe assets of a foreign trust under the

860D(a), the determination of whethergrantor trust rules. Allocation
any property is foreclosure property will• It received a distribution from a foreign
be made without regard to section Purpose of Scheduletrust.
856(e)(4).For more information, see the Schedule Q (Form 1066) shows each
Line 7—Regular interests are interestsInstructions for Form 3520. residual interest holder’s share of the
in the REMIC that are issued on the REMIC’s quarterly taxable income (netNote: An owner of a foreign trust must
startup day with fixed terms and that are loss), the excess inclusion for the residualensure that the trust files an annual
designated as regular interests, if: interest holder’s interest, and the residualinformation return on Form 3520-A,

interest holder’s share of the REMIC’s1. Such interest unconditionallyAnnual Information Return of Foreign
section 212 expenses for the quarter.entitles the holder to receive a specifiedTrust With a U.S. Owner. For details, see

principal amount or other similar amounts;the Instructions for Form 3520-A. Although the REMIC is not subject to
and income tax (except on net income fromTo report information required under

2. Interest payments (or similar prohibited transactions, net income fromsection 6038B the REMIC may be
amounts), if any, with respect to the foreclosure property, and contributionsrequired to file Form 926, Return by a
interest at or before maturity are payable made after the startup day), the residualU.S. Transferor of Property to a Foreign
based on a fixed rate (or at a variable rate interest holders are liable for tax on theirCorporation, or Form 8865, Return by
described in Regulations section shares of the REMIC’s taxable income,U.S. Persons With Respect to Certain
1.860G-1(a)(3)), or consist of a specified whether or not distributed, and mustForeign Partnerships. See the instructions
portion of the interest payments on include their shares on their tax returns.for these forms for more information.
qualified mortgages and this portion does

Item L—Sum of the daily accruals. not vary during the period that the interest General Instructions
Enter the total of the daily accruals for all is outstanding. For each calendar quarter completeresidual interests for the calendar year.

Schedule Q (Form 1066) for each personThe interest will meet the requirementsSee section 860E(c)(2) for details.
who was a residual interest holder at anyof 1 above even if the timing (but not the

Schedule L—Balance Sheets time during the quarter. File Schedule Qamount) of the principal payments (or
with Form 1066; give one copy to theper Books other similar amounts) is contingent on
residual interest holder by the last day ofthe extent of prepayments on qualifiedThe amounts shown should agree with
the month following the month in whichmortgages and the amount of incomethe REMIC’s books and records. Attach a
the calendar quarter ends; and, keep onefrom permitted investments.statement explaining any differences.
copy with a copy of Form 1066 as part of

Line 1a—Cash flow investments are Schedule M—Reconciliation of the REMIC’s records.
any investments of amounts received Residual Interest Holders’
under qualified mortgages for a temporary Specific InstructionsCapital Accounts
period (not more than 13 months) before On each Schedule Q, enter the names,Show what caused the changes in thedistribution to holders of interests in the addresses, and identifying numbers of theresidual interest holders’ capital accountsREMIC. residual interest holder and REMIC. Forduring the tax year.
Line 1b—Qualified reserve assets each residual interest holder that is an

The amounts shown should agree withinclude any intangible property that is individual, you must enter the residual
the REMIC’s books and records and theheld for investment and as part of any interest holder’s social security number
balance sheet amounts. Attach areasonably required reserve to provide for (or individual taxpayer identification
statement explaining any differences.full payment of expenses of the REMIC or number (ITIN) for a resident or

amounts due on regular interests in the Include in column (d): tax-exempt nonresident alien). For all other residual
event of defaults on qualified mortgages interest income, other tax-exempt income, interest holders, you must enter the
or lower than expected returns on cash income from prohibited transactions, residual interest holder’s EIN. However, if
flow investments. No more than 30% of income recorded on the REMIC’s books a residual interest holder is an individual
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retirement arrangement (IRA), enter the interest the information specified in taxable income of the REMIC for the
identifying number of the IRA trust. Do not Regulations section 1.860F-4(e)(1)(ii)(B). calendar quarter.
enter the social security number (or ITIN) Section 212 expenses generallyItem F—Reconciliation of residual
of the individual for whom the IRA is include operational expenses such asinterest holder’s capital account. See
maintained. rent, salaries, legal and accounting fees,the instructions for Schedule M on page
Item A—What type of entity is this the cost of preparing and distributing7.
residual interest holder? State on this reports and notices to interest holders,Line 1a—Taxable income (net loss) of
line whether the residual interest holder is and litigation expenses.the REMIC for the calendar quarter.
an individual, a corporation, an estate, a Line 3b—Your share of section 212Enter the REMIC’s taxable income (net
trust, a partnership, an exempt expenses for the calendar quarter.loss) for the calendar quarter. The sum of
organization, a nominee (custodian), or Enter the residual interest holder’s sharethe totals for the 4 quarters in the
another REMIC. If the residual interest of the amount shown on line 3a.calendar year must equal the amount
holder is a nominee, use the following shown on line 15, Section I of Form 1066.
codes to indicate in parentheses the type

Line 1b—Your share of the taxable Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. Weof entity the nominee represents.
income (net loss) for the calendar ask for the information on this form toI –  Individual; C –  Corporation; F –
quarter. Enter the residual interest carry out the Internal Revenue laws of theEstate or Trust; P –   Partnership; E –
holder’s share of the taxable income (net United States. You are required to give usExempt Organization; R –  REMIC; or IRA
loss) shown on line 1a (determined by the information. We need it to ensure that–  Individual Retirement Arrangement.
adding the holder’s daily portions under you are complying with these laws and toItem B—Residual interest holder’s section 860C(a)(2) for each day in the allow us to figure and collect the rightpercentage of ownership. Enter in item quarter the holder held the residual amount of tax.B2 the percentage at the end of the interest). If line 1a is a loss, enter the You are not required to provide thecalendar quarter. However, if a residual residual interest holder’s full share of the information requested on a form that isinterest holder’s percentage of ownership loss, without regard to the adjusted basis subject to the Paperwork Reduction Actchanged during the quarter, enter in item of the residual interest holder’s interest in unless the form displays a valid OMBB1 the percentage immediately before the the REMIC. control number. Books or records relatingchange. If there are multiple changes in
Line 2a—Sum of the daily accruals to a form or its instructions must bethe percentage of ownership during the
under section 860E for all residual retained as long as their contents mayquarter, attach a statement giving the
interests for the calendar quarter. become material in the administration ofdate and percentage before each change.
Enter the product of the sum of the any Internal Revenue law. Generally, taxItem C—REMIC assets. Enter in item C adjusted issue prices of all residual returns and return information arethe percentage of the REMIC’s assets interests at the beginning of the quarter confidential, as required by section 6103.during the calendar quarter represented and 120% of the long-term Federal rate The time needed to complete and fileby each of the following categories of (determined on the basis of compounding this form and related schedule will varyassets: at the end of each quarter and properly depending on individual circumstances.1. Real estate assets under section adjusted for the length of such quarter). The estimated average times are:856(c)(5)(B); and See section 860E(c) for details.

2. Assets described in section Schedule QLine 2b—Sum of the daily accruals
7701(a)(19)(C) (relating to the definition Form 1066 (Form 1066)under section 860E for your interest.
of a domestic building and loan Enter zero if line 2a is zero. Otherwise,

Recordkeeping 32 hr., 17 min. 6 hr., 27 min.association). divide the amount shown on line 2a by
Learning about

the number of days in the quarter.These percentages must be computed the law or the
Multiply the result by the residual interestusing the average adjusted basis of the form . . . . . . . 8 hr., 27 min. 1 hr., 40 min.
holder’s percentage of ownership for each Preparing theassets held during the calendar quarter.
day in the quarter that the residual form . . . . . . . 12 hr., 9 min. 1 hr., 52 min.To do this, the REMIC must make the

Copying,interest holder owned the interest. Totalappropriate computation as of the close of
assembling,the daily amounts and enter the result.each month, week, or day and then
and sending theaverage the monthly, weekly, or daily Line 3—Complete lines 3a and 3b only form to the IRS 48 min.

percentages for the quarter. The monthly, for residual interest holders who are
weekly, or daily computation period must individuals or other pass-through If you have comments concerning the
be applied uniformly during the calendar interest holders (as defined in accuracy of these time estimates or
quarter to both categories of assets, and Temporary Regulations section suggestions for making this form and
may not be changed in succeeding 1.67-3T). related schedule simpler, we would be
calendar quarters without IRS consent. If happy to hear from you. You can write toLine 3a—Section 212 expenses of the
the percentage of the REMIC’s assets for the Tax Forms Committee, Western AreaREMIC for the calendar quarter. Enter
either category is at least 95%, the Distribution Center, Rancho Cordova, CAthe REMIC’s allocable section 212
REMIC may show “95 or more” for that 95743-0001. Do not send the tax form toexpenses for the calendar quarter. The
category in item C. this office. Instead, see Where To File onterm “allocable section 212 expenses”

page 2.Note: If less than 95% of the assets of means the aggregate amount of the
the REMIC are real estate assets (as expenses paid or accrued in the calendar
defined in section 856(c)(5)(B)), the quarter for which a deduction is allowable
REMIC must also report to any real estate under section 212 in determining the
investment trust that holds a residual
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